From the perspective of the syntactic behavior of wh-questions, natural languages can be classified into four types: Null Spec Language, Single Filled Spec Language, Multiply Filled Spec Language and Non-Multiply Filled Spec Language. Data were collected according to the relevance to the present research from each representative of the four types of languages, namely, Chinese, English, Bulgarian and Czech. Some of the data in the thesis were taken from the previous literature. Others were from self-introspection. The collected data were analyzed from the point of typology and feature checking. Feature checking in wh-questions of these four types of languages seem to be operated quite differently. Pied-piping of the formal features of the wh-words or wh-phrases occur in English, Bulgarian and Czech but not in Chinese. However, feature movement in wh-questions of these four types of languages is universal. This finding proves Chomsky's biological linguistic belief that language is mainly an optimal solution to conditions it must satisfy.
Introduction
The syntactic behavior of wh-questions in the world can be roughly classified into 4 types (Ma, 2001; 2016a; 2016b) . The first type of natural language is null filled spec language, in which the spec of CP is filled with no wh-word. The second type of language is singly filled spec language, in which the spec of CP is filled with only 1wh-word. The third type of language is multiply filled spec language, in which the spec of CP is filled with more than one wh-words. The forth type is the non-multiply filled spec language in which one whword is in the spec CP and the other wh-words move to spec IP. Chinese is the first type of language in which the wh-word does not have to move to the spec CP for feature checking requirement, and instead the wh-feature of the wh-word moves to spec CP for feature checking of the weak specifier feature of the head. English is the second type of language in which one and only one wh-word moves to the spec CP for feature checking requirement, and the wh-word moves to spec CP for feature checking of the strong specifier feature of the head. Bulgarian is the third type of language, in which all wh-words in the sentence must move to spec CP for feature checking requirement, and all the wh-words form a mutual wh-operator and move to spec CP for feature checking of the strong specifier feature of the head. Czech is the forth type of language in which one wh-word can move to spec CP and at most another wh-word can be attached to the moved wh-word in spec CP and other wh-word or wh-words move to spec IP.
In this paper we will mainly deal with wh-feature checking of wh-questions in the different type of languages in which wh-word behaves differently in reference to different types of languages.
Result and Discussion

Null Spec Language
Chinese is the first type of language which does not require any wh-word to move to the spec CP position for feature checking. It belongs to the so-called null spec type of language (Ma, 2001; 2016a; 2016b) . As in recent literature (Ma, 2016b; 2017a) , it shows that either unselective binding (Tsai, 1994; Shi, 1994; Wu, 1999) or LF-movement (Huang, 1982a; 1982b) fails to work in the interpretation of wh-questions in the bamboo slips of Tao Te Ching (Ma, 2017a; 2017b) . In the following section the author tries to resort to the Interrogative Feature Attraction Hypothesis (Ma, 2004a; 2004b; 2006a; 2006b; 2008; 2014; 2017c; 2017d) for the explanation of wh-questions in Chinese.
(1) Interrogative Feature Attraction Hypothesis
In null specifier type of languages, the interrogative head with weak interrogative feature, located at the end of the interrogative sentence, attached to by the affix question particle "ne"/ "ma" or the rising tone Q in modern Chinese, and "ye" / "zai" / "hu" or the rising tone Q in archaic Chinese, attracts the interrogative feature of the wh-word or the interrogative construction to move to spec CP position so that the interrogative feature is checked and thus the sentences can be interpreted as interrogative sentences.
In (2), as you can see, the Chinese wh-question is different from other types of languages in that the whword does not move to spec CP and stays in-situ.
(2) ni xihuan shenme ke?
You like what course "Which course do you like?"
Following (1), in (2) the wh-word is a modifier of the DP "shenme ke" ("which course" in English) and the movement of the feature of the wh-word out of the DP violates the complex NP constraint. "shenme ke"
(3) Complex NP Constraint Wh-word cannot be extracted out of the complex NP.
Therefore in (2), the wh-feature of the whole wh-phrase, that is, the DP "shenme ke" moves to the spec of CP to satisfy the wh-criterion.
(4) Wh-criterion All [+wh] complementizers must contain a [+wh] constituent.
As it is shown in (2), in spec CP there is no [+wh] constituent. As the specifier [+wh] feature of the head C in Chinese wh-questions is weak, no wh-word or wh-phrase is attracted to move to the spec CP for [+wh] feature checking. Therefore (4) may be revised as (5): (5) Wh-criterion All [+wh] complementizer or complementizer phrase must contain a [+wh] feature.
In light of (5), (2) can be explained in (6).
(6) [CP [+wh] [IP ni xihuan [DP shenme ke]
In (6), the wh-feature of the DP "shenme ke" is attracted by the weak specifier feature of the head C and moves to spec CP to check the specifier feature of the head, and the wh-feature of the DP "shenme ke" agrees with the weak specifier feature of the head C, the weak specifier feature of the head C is checked and thus deleted because the weak specifier feature of the head C is uninterpretable. The derivation converges and the sentence is grammatical. This process of wh-feature checking can be illustrated as in (7):
In Chinese, however, sentence (2) can also be uttered with a question particle at the end of the sentence. This question particle is neither a clause typer proposed by Cheng (1997) nor a question operator advocated by Aoun (1993a) and Aoun (1993b) , as the use of the particle is not obligatory and thus the particle is not interrogative in nature (Ma, 2004a; 2004b The question particle "ne" at the end of the sentence does not carry any lexical meaning of interrogation; therefore it cannot be an interrogative head. This understanding of the syntactic behavior of particle as non-head also follows Kayne (2015) and Tang (2015) . The wh-questions in the earliest found version of Tao Te Ching do not carry any question particles at the end of the sentences, and this also shows that question particles are not likely to be the heads of the sentence CP (Ma, 2017a) . Question particles are affixes at the sentential level. They are affixes attached and adjoined to the head of the CP in Chinese who-questions (Ma, 2017a) . The question particle "ne" is a phonological constituent but not a syntactic constituent (Ma, 2017a) .
Sentence (9) is the tree diagram of (8). As is shown in (9), the [+wh] specifier feature of C is weak and cannot attract the whole wh-phrase "shenme ke" to move to the spec CP position for checking requirement. This weak [+wh] specifier feature of C can only attract the [+wh] feature of the wh-phrase "shenme ke" to move to the spec CP position. After the feature attraction, the [+wh] feature of the wh-phrase "shenme ke"moved to the spec CP position agrees with the weak [+wh] specifier feature of C. And therefore the weak [+wh] specifier feature of C is checked and as this [+wh] specifier feature of C is an uninterpretable feature, after it is checked, it is erased immediately. And then after the great spell-out, in PF or in syntax phonology interface, the question particle "ne" is adjoined to the head C position at the end of the sentence. The derivation converges and the sentence is grammatical. The question particle "ne" is phonologically derived rather than syntactically derived. It is produced after the spellout of the derivation in phonological form. In sentence (10), the wh-feature of the first wh-word "shei" moves to spec CP for feature checking of the weak specifier [+wh] feature requirement of the head. This weak [+wh] specifier feature of C can only attract the [+wh] feature of the wh-word "shei" to move to the spec CP position. After the feature attraction, the [+wh] feature of the wh-word "shei" moved to the spec CP position agrees with the weak [+wh] specifier feature of C. And therefore the weak [+wh] specifier feature of C is checked and as this [+wh] specifier feature of C is an uninterpretable feature, after it is checked, it is erased immediately. And then after the great spell-out, in PF or in syntax phonology interface, the question particle "ne" is adjoined to the head C position at the end of the sentence. The derivation converges and the sentence is grammatical. The question particle "ne" is phonologically derived rather than syntactically derived. It is produced after the spellout of the derivation in phonological form. (11) is the syntactic representation of (10). (10) In (10), as the wh-word "shei" carries interrogative [+wh] feature, the [+wh] feature is optimally moved to the spec CP position. In such a case, if we move the [+wh] feature of the wh-phrase "shenme ke" to the spec CP position, the movement is not allowed because this movement violates Wh-island constraint. The first wh-word with [+wh] feature constitutes an island for the movement of the feature of the wh-phrase.
The feature of a wh-phrase cannot be extracted out of the wh-island.
But sentence (10) can also be interpreted as "shenme ke shei xihuan" (literally "Which course does who like" in English) in which the wh-phrase occupies the wide scope in the sentence. This interpretation can take place only when the wh-word "shei" is used as an indefinite in the sentence without any [+wh] feature and so it is not an island for the feature of the wh-phrase. (13) is the representation of (10). specifier feature of C is checked and as this [+wh] specifier feature of C is an uninterpretable feature, after it is checked, it is erased immediately. And then after the great spell-out, in PF or in syntax phonology interface, the question particle "ne" is adjoined to the head C position at the end of the sentence. The derivation converges and the sentence is grammatical. Hereinafter we therefore propose the Wh-feature Attraction Principle as represented in (14). This principle also follows Chomsky (2008) . (14) Wh-feature Attraction Principle
The wh-feature of a wh-word or a wh-phrase must be attracted to spec CP in wh-questions for wh-feature checking requirement.
The wh-feature attraction is triggered by the principle of greed as represented in (15). Only when the morphological feature of ɑ cannot be otherwise satisfied in the derivation can the principle of movement raise ɑ.
(15) The Principle of Greed
Move raises ɑ only if morphological properties of ɑ itself would not otherwise be satisfied in the derivation (Chomsky, 2008) . The wh-feature attraction hypothesis also accords with the Last Resort schematized as in (16).
(16) Last Resort Movement of ɑ targeting K is permitted only if the operation is morphologically driven, by the need to check some feature (Chomsky, 2008) .
Single Filled Spec Language
English is a single filled spec language in which only one wh-word is allowed to move into spec CP for feature checking in the wh-questions (Ma, 2001 ). The English counterpart of (2) is (17).
(17) Which course do you like?
In the English sentence (17), according to the wh-feature attraction principle of (14), why not just Move F alone ？ Move F in (18) alone could satisfy (14) as well as the Principle of Greed as illustrated in (15) and Last Resort as in (16). As Chomsky (2008) says, "The minimal operation, then, should raise just the feature F.", that is why in section 1 we propose that Wh-feature Attraction Principle should be a universal principle.
(18) Move F K={,{, }}, where ,  are features of syntactic objects already formed.
Chomsky (2008) answers why F does not raise alone to form {,{F, K}} when F is raised to target K. Why is it not the case that only the formal feature of the wh-word involved in feature checking raise to relevant spec CP position. The explanation lies in the following economy principle.
(19) Economy Principle F carries along just enough material for convergence.
In Chinese, the operation Move tries to attract just the wh-feature. In the English sentence (17), an extra baggage is required to move along with the wh-feature for convergence which involves a kind of generalized pied-piping, according to Chomsky (2008) . Optimally speaking, bare output conditions should determine just what is piedpiped or carried along when F is moved. Chomsky (2008) thinks that it is the properties of phonological component that require such pied-piping. Thus in (17), Move F carries along the morphological feature of the wh-word "which" and leaving the residue "course" behind. This too crashes at PF. The wh-word "which" cannot raise because it is not a syntactic constituent which is subject to movement. In fact, the smallest element that can be moved as a category in the sentence of (17), is the DP "which course". According to Chomsky (2008) , here as far as the computational procedure is concerned, it is only the feature [+wh] that is raising, the rest is carried along by virtue of the economy principle of (19). This also shows that Move F is universal as it accords with economy condition while pied-piping of the extra baggage is conditional. As (17) In (17), the operation Move raises F and automatically raises FF(F) as well, carrying along the phrase "which course" containing F only when the movement is overt, otherwise the derivation will crash. In the Chinese sentence (2), the operation Move raises F and does not automatically raise FF(F) as well, carrying along the phrase "which course" containing F because the movement is covert, and according to Chomsky (2008) , in covert movement, features raise alone. Thus the essence of Last Resort can also be captured as a property of the operation Move F.
(21) Last Resort as a property of the operation Move F F is unchecked and enters into a checking relation with a sub label of K as a result of the operation.
Chomsky (2008) According to the theory of Move mentioned in (22) and (23), in (17) the [+wh] feature of the wh-phrase "which course" is an unchecked feature and thus this feature enters into a checking relation with a sublablel of K as a result of the operation. The [+wh] feature of the wh-phrase "which course" actually enters into a checking relation with the specifier [+wh] feature of the head C in CP. In the checking process, Move F automatically carries along the FF(F) formal feature of the lexical item the wh-phrase "which course". The category DP "which course" containing F the [+wh] feature of the wh-phrase "which course" moves along with F only as required for convergence. The category DP "which course" containing F the [+wh] feature of the wh-phrase "which course" moves along with F into spec CP to check the specifier [+wh] feature of the head. And only when the category DP "which course" containing F the [+wh] feature of the wh-phrase "which course" moves into spec CP, the specifier [+wh] feature of the head can be checked. The structure of (17) can be illustrated by the representation of (25).
(25) [CP which coursei [IP do you like ti ]]
The tree diagram of (17) is (26). (14). In (28) the wh-word "who" takes a wide scope over the lower wh-phrase "which course". As the wh-word "who" carries interrogative [+wh] feature, the [+wh] feature is optimally moved to the spec CP position, and according to the economy principle in (19) and move operation in (20), this movement of F carries along FF (LI). Thus the whole lexical item moves to the spec CP. In such a case, if we move the [+wh] feature of the whphrase "which course" to the spec CP position, the movement is not allowed because this movement violates Wh-island constraint in (12) repeated here in (29). The first wh-word with [+wh] feature constitutes an island for the movement of the feature of the wh-phrase "which course". The movement of the lexical item the whphrase "which course" illustrated in (30) violates (29) as this movement crosses over the wh-word "who". The wh-word "who" constitutes a wh-island for the pied-piped movement of the lexical item the wh-phrase "which course", when the wh-feature of the wh-phrase "which course" is raised to spec CP. The pied-piped movement of the wh-phrase "which course" is against the wh-island constraint, and thus the derivation crashes, and the sentence in (30) is ungrammatical. The representation is illustrated in (31).
(29) Wh-island Constraint
The feature of a wh-phrase cannot be extracted out of the wh-island. In Bulgarian language, all the wh-words must raise to the spec position of CP. In (32) Ackema & Ad, (1998) , the wh-word "kakva"("what" in English) in Bulgarian language must move to the front position of Spce CP, and the verb "kupuva"("bought" in English) must be inverted. If the verb is not inverted, the sentence is ungrammatical. In Bulgarian, C in wh-question carries a very strong [+wh] feature, and this feature attracts the wh-feature of the wh-word to move to Spec CP position in the front of the sentence for [+wh] feature checking. As the [+wh] feature in C is too strong, the morphological feature of the wh-word moves along with the [+wh] feature. The [+wh] feature in C is in agreement with the [+wh] feature of the wh-word. As a result, (32) is interpreted as a wh-question. In (34a), no parenthesis should be used to separate the wh-word "koj" and the wh-word "kakvo". If "first" is inserted, the sentence（34b）is ungrammatical. This shows that in Bulgarian language, all wh-words moved to initial position of the sentence should be considered as one constituent (Ma, 2001; 2016a) . A hypothesis can be made that in Bulgarian wh-questions, as the wh-feature in C is very strong, the verb should be moved out of the VP to C position, and all the wh-words are combined together as a whole according to superiority condition into one wh-operator and raised together to the front position of the sentence in order to check off the strong In (35), all the wh-words are formed into one question operator following superiority principle in Bulgarian and must be raised to the Spec position of CP, and enter an operator variable binding relationship with its trace respectively. The wh-operator "koj" binds its trace "t１" and the wh-operator "kakva" binds its trace "t３".
Non-Multiply Filled Spec Language
In Czech all the wh-words must move, but different from Multiply Filled Spec Languages, only one wh-word is raised to the Spec CP position in the initial position of the sentence. After the moved wh-element, no other wh-word should be allowed to follow it and there must be another syntactic constituent after it as in (36a). If two wh-wrods are moved into the front position of Spec CP as it is the case in Bulgarian, the sentence is ungrammatical as in (36b). In Czech, wh-wrods can be isolated by other constituent, which shows that in Czech the wh-words cannot be integrated into one operator (Ma, 2001; 2016a; 2018) . In Czech language, the wh-feature of C is strong but not as strong as in Multiply Filled Spec Languages, because the wh-feature of C can only attract the [+wh] feature of one wh-word to move to Spec CP position in the front of the sentence. If the [+wh] features of the two wh-words form a feature cluster as it is in Bulgarian and the wh-words are attracted by the strong feature of C to pied-pipe to Spec CP position, the sentence turns to be ungrammatical as in (36b).
(36) a. kdo ho kde videl je nejasme who he where see is difficult-to-understand "I do not understand who saw him where?" b. *kdo kde ho videl je nejasne who where he see is difficult-to-understand When a wh-word is moved to Spec CP in Czech, it is allowed only to adjoin at most another wh-word to Spec CP position. Different from Multiply Filled Spec Languages, in Czech wh-movement to Spec CP in whquestions must not violate wh-island condition, and all the other wh-words must adjoin to IP as in (37). In Czech language, the wh-feature of C is strong and the wh-feature of C can only attract the [+wh] feature of one whword pied-piped with the morphological feature of the wh-word to move to Spec CP position in the front of the sentence, the [+wh] feature of C is checked and the sentence is interpreted as a wh-question. Besides, another wh-word can be adjoined to C and all the other wh-words must adjoin to IP. Apparently, these wh-words adjoin to IP not for checking of the [+wh] feature of C but to check the [+Foc] feature of focus in IP. who what quickly to whom give "Who give whom what quickly?" As is shown in (38), the order of wh-words in wh-questions in Czech is free, in which they are not restrained by superiority principle and economy principle.
(38) a. kdo, podle tebe, co komu dal who，you see，what to whom give "As you see, who give whom what?" b. kdo co, podle tebe, komu dal who what，you see，to whom give "As you see, who give whom what?"
If the parentheses "podle tebe" ("as you see" in English) can be neglected as it does not influence the syntactic structure of the sentence, the tree diagram of (38) 
Conclusion
The study of the wh-feature checking of the wh-features in the wh-questions of the four types of natural languages reveals that Move F of feature movement is universal in feature checking. In the four types of natural languages, feature checking of the wh-feature of C follows the Wh-feature Attraction Principle: The wh-feature of a wh-word or a wh-phrase must be attracted to spec CP in wh-questions for wh-feature checking requirement. Move F is universal: In some languages such as in Chinese no pied-piping of the morphological features of the wh-words is needed while in other types of languages pied-piping of the morphological features of the whwords is required. In Single Filled Spec Languages such as in English, only the feature of one wh-word is attracted to the Spec CP position in the front of the wh-questions, and the morphological feature of the wh-word pied-pipe with the wh-feature so that only one wh-word is attracted to move to the initial position of the sentence. In Multiply Filled Spec Languages such as in Bulgarian, all the feature of the wh-words form a feature cluster
